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Details of Visit:

Author: bluenoteuk
Location 2: My Place
Type of Visit: Outcall
Date and Time of Visit: Mon 12 Sep 2011 19:30
Duration of Visit: 60mins
Amount Paid: 120
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Vixens London Escorts
Website: http://www.vixens-london-escorts.co.uk
Phone: 02088876592

The Premises:

N/A

The Lady:

Stunning! Not quite the same as her pic on the site, but that looks more like crimes of Photoshop
than an actual fake. She's still stunning though - Arrived in the cutest little skirt that was just discreet
enough so it wouldn't be TOO blatant to anyone around why she was at my door!! Underneath that
was lovely black lacy underwear, with stockings & suspenders and they fit her perfectly! And what a
perfect bottom!!!

But the site says 19, she was wearing a 21 necklace, which she says was from this year and you
could easily believe her, based on her face. And finally for website half-truths, she's only 1/2 French
and it's not the country she's actually from - nor is her accent, she's Eastern European, but I can't
remember where she said specifically. So if you're expecting a sexy French purr, you won't be
happy.

Her hair is just like the photo - soft, long, straight and blonde and feels very very nice gliding up and
down your gentleman's area!

The Story:

Absolutely loved it! Despite the bending of the truth on the site, she was absolutely lovely, a really
sweet girl who looks just fantastic - even the tattoos (which are few - 2 I think?) look sexy on her.

Started off with some kissing - a real GFE - and was happy and smiling the whole time (except
when she was - at least appearing to - cum!) we had some nice oral (covered, but will OWO for
extra, negotiable, but I never got to a specific price) before a little lubed handjob. Then I watched
her play with herself with the lube (a clever technique!) and agreed to let me join in. I didn't go down
on her, but I bet she'd be ok with it.

Eventually she pushed me back and mounted me, cowgirl, pounding hard and really moaning -
even used the wall for support!! If it was fake, she's a good actress!! A bit of reverse cowgirl so I
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could watch my cock penetrate her - AMAZING!!

Finally I flipped her over after her teasing men are always lazy in bed, put her knees to her shoulder
and pounded hard to a noisy finish!

We still had time, so she hung around and we had a bit more lazy fun until time was up too.

So, the site might be a bit of a half-truth, but I still loved every moment and would totally
recommend :)

S
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